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The Land: Foundin

2018-06-25

the acclaimed debut novel of the best selling chaos seeds saga a mesmerizing tale reminiscent of
the wonder of ready player one and the adventure of game of thrones 1 audiobook 2017 1 in
cyberpunk and video game fantasy over four thousand positive reviews on goodreads welcome my
friends welcome to the land tricked into a world of banished gods demons goblins sprites and
magic richter must learn to meet the perils of the land and begin to forge his own kingdom
actions have consequences across the land with powerful creatures and factions now hell bent on
richter s destruction can richter forge allegiances to survive this harsh and unforgiving world
or will he fall to the dark denizens of this ancient and unforgiving realm a tale to shake the
land itself measuring 10 10 on the richter scale how will richter s choices shape the future of
the land and all who reside in it can he grow his power to meet the deadliest of beings of the
land when choices are often a shade of grey how will richter ensure he does not become what he
seeks to destroy ps gnomes rule

The Land: Swarm

2018-06-15

aleron kong s 1 best selling litrpg saga continues in the land swarm the enemies of the mist
village are moving the storm clouds are gathering what are richter and sion to do crush the game
that s what more of everything you love in litrpg powerful items epic battles awesome quests and
in depth world building what happened to elora where is the swarm did the rock giant make richter
jelly what are the colonel s secret spices journey back into my world and find out come back to
the land

The Slayer

2018-08-05

raise your blade take up the mantle of slayer adam s life was anything but easy with people at
both school and home eager to make his life a living hell the only place that he felt like
himself was in the virtual world at least there he had some control when the newest vrmmorpg
title gets announced adam and his best friend max are more than ready to dive in launch day
arrives quickly and adam is plunged into a world that s more immersive than anything he s
experienced before although the game offers a bevy of character choices adam quickly chooses the
title of slayer a class that specializes in taking down stronger more difficult opponents adam
begins his adventure but its not long before he realizes that there s much more at stake when
taking a life in this new game the pain is very real and death is permanent now trapped in a
virtual world adam must take the mantle of zander darkblade and brave the dangers of the aether
gate it is a world of mighty creatures and fallen gods a world where powerful familiars bond with
their masters granting them extraordinary powers that they wield with uncanny force and as adam
and the others will soon discover it is a world of secrets that have laid hidden for far too long
welcome to aether gate online disclaimer this novel is a litrpg gamelit title it s contents
include various roleplaying game stats and video game references

The Land: Forging

2017-05-23

a village has been founded enemies gather like storm clouds on the horizon promising thunder and
the lash of rain in the eye of the storm are two companions richter and sion the unlikely
comrades will push the boundaries of magic and conscience the stakes are growing higher and both
will learn that the price of failure is high a price that can only be paid in blood

Janus and Oblivion

2019-07-06

not many refuse heaven fewer reject paradise certainly rare are those who would find themselves
before a being of unknown power and point out the demerits of nirvana one man does when the aloof
fourth son of a business mogul makes the decision to save a life at the cost of his own he
discovers that what awaits him at the end of his mortality is not eternal oblivion he cannot help
but be disappointed when he realizes the world he s been brought to works like the old fantasy
games he used to love he begins to see the merits if only he did not start out as the weakest
thing in existence and if only the world he was in was not populated with madness inducing
creatures and fates worse than death decide for yourself your fantasies and your nightmares your
companions and your adversaries your angels and your demons your gods and your monsters alamir
stretches to you a hand of a thousand possibilities you only need take it

The Land: Alliances

2017-08-02

everything is not well in the land the dead lay restless in their graves and richter s actions
have not gone unnoticed he arrogantly tried to create something good how could he not understand
that the forces of destruction would demand their due in blood reichter will learn that his
earlier sacrifices were nothing not when compared to what will be taken his enemies will leave
him broken but they will learn something as well the wrath of a chaos seed is not to be taken
lightly
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The Land

2018-02-18

welcome to long awaited seventh novel of the best selling litrpg saga chaos seeds by aleron kong
a mesmerizing tale reminiscent of the wonder of ready player one and the adventure of game of
thrones 1 in epic fantasy 1 in cyberpunk 1 in video game fantasy in the land predators the mist
village has harnessed its power core buildings professional fighters and now their own dungeon
the settlement is primed to grow into a kingdom of true power and magic the path to power has not
been without risk however the mistvillage has been noticed evil nobles from the kingdom of law
bloodthirsty goblins fromthe serrated mountains an undead lord with a penchant for human
sacrifice and fanatical kobolds from the depths all plot the village s destruction the predators
are circling richter s people are horribly outnumbered by foes whose own power has been
entrenched for thousands of years richter and sion need to be stronger than ever before luckily
they are new skills have been learned stronger enchantments have been wrought and the hundreds of
villagers have answered the call to adventure the companions do not stand alone while many eyes
have turned towards the mists wanting to take the treasures within the mist village stares back
with a simple message come and get it

The Land

2017-05-25

when dangerzone industries released the latest and greatest virtual reality mmorpg james and
millions of other virtual reality players sought purpose and self definition in this new world
the tag line live the life your soul was meant for captured the hearts and minds of his entire
generation the land was the largest and most dynamic virtual reality world of all time as such
james and his friends devoted countless hours to become one of the top teams in the game none of
that mattered after james was actually summoned to this strange world to his dread he discovered
the land was not an engrossing game it was a horrific struggle of life and death james will have
to fight and kill in order to survive while becoming embroiled in an age old war between sprites
and goblins avoiding the machinations of the local king and helping an enslaved woman know
freedom once again

The Land: Forging 2

2018-06-13

discover dr aleron kong the father of american litrpg 1 in cyberpunk and video game science
fiction over seventeen hundred positive reviews on goodreads the second captivating installment
of aleron kong s chaos seeds series we are life takers and heart breakers richter shouted let s
go richter and sion are at it again even more of what you loved in the first book leveling world
building awesome items and what s that you say sure why not what s a little necrophilia between
friends join your favorite chaos seed as he answers the call of adventure and deals with the
invaders greedy dwarves and a wood elf that keeps telling him he has a pretty mouth welcome back
my friends welcome back to the land

The Land: Catacombs

2018-05-31

signed copies for sale on litrpg com shop what s that you say you want more village growth well
be careful where you stand because the mist village just took a viagra cialis sandwich and there
is a stiff breeze blowing i can make some more references if you re still not getting the point
did you see what i did there welcome back my friends welcome back to the land

The Land

2020

only the strongest survive a grand prize transported to a foreign world against his will a young
man enters a deadly game orchestrated by forces far beyond his comprehension for reasons far
beyond his understanding time and space is rendered meaningless in a world where only the
strongest survive and where the grand prize is unspeakable riches or a leap into the future the
words of the mysterious gm rings out players the realm of meliora is yours to explore to either
build or destroy as you see fit it is yours to set your rules and your destinies your villains
and your heroes your monsters and your gods how you advance is entirely of your own making and
from this point on the game has begun win or lose live or die the choice is yours

Providence Online

2018-07-27

with the first relic in his possession leo lennox sets sail across the ocean toward the distant
city of tylue in the kingdom of sanduport but when pirates attack the ship carrying leo allurie
and cornalic to tylue the champ finds himself thrust into the middle of a political struggle to
determine sanduport s next ruler the stakes have never been higher for leo and failure to win
could mean the death of his new friends

Lion's Quest: Trinity

2017-05-09

james loved playing mmorpg games when he became the first player to reach level 100 in his
favorite game he was offered the chance to test a brand new game never one to read the fine print
he jumped at the chance to be the first player ever some opportunities are just too good to be
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true finding himself trapped in a brand new world and struggling to survive james must find a way
to master the game and escape the world of raiya angry wildlife gargantuan monsters and a
mysterious ally are not the only things he has to worry about on his adventure

Raiya: Starter Zone - a LitRPG Saga

2018-05-12

a new litrpg adventure from the imagination of usa today bestselling author kevin o mclaughlin
more than just a game valhalla online was designed as a permanent repository for the uploaded
minds of mortals afraid of death an artificial afterlife samantha s world is turned upside down
when she arrives in valhalla because as far as she knows she isn t like the other people uploaded
there she isn t dead at least she hopes she isn t now sam must solve the mystery of her own
abduction or murder while trapped inside a vitual world cut off from communication with the
outside to do this she must do more than simply survive valhalla she needs to win the game

Valhalla Online

2017-03-21

the sixth novel of the best selling chaos seeds saga a mesmerizing tale reminiscent of the wonder
of ready player one and the adventure of game of thrones 1 audiobook 2017 1 in cyberpunk and
video game fantasy over four thousand positive reviews on goodreads welcome my friends welcome to
the land this is the world you were meant to fight for welcome to the sixth vivacious installment
of aleron kong s chaos seeds series the time of hiding has passed the mist village will make
itself known goblins have invaded richter s lands though the first incursion has been defeated
the anger of chaos seed remains those who challenge richter s power will learn there is a reason
all creatures fear the mist it is the home of monsters for the first time richter takes the
battle to his enemies he will live up to his name and the very land will shake with this power
with his allies the wood sprites of nadria the army of the mist village marches to war richter
has been a healer an enchanter a dungeon diver and a killer now he becomes something more he
becomes a raider this is a world of wonder and horror this is a world of pain and joy this is the
world of monsters and the brave men who battle them welcome back my friends welcome back to the
land ps gnomes rule that is all

The Land

2017-01-28

this isn t a game this is his new life dave has been wandering through life for a long time his
day job bores him and he never seems to be able to meet his family s expectations the only escape
he s ever had is his love of mmorpg s but when he becomes the subject of a test without even
knowing it he s portaled into a game world called eloria with no way out it s a frequent daydream
of his however in none of those dreams did his wife and kids ever accompany him now dave must
balance protecting his family with exploring his dream oh and trying to stay alive monstrous
beasts roam eloria worst of all an undead army led by the vile death knight he ll have to adapt
fast and learn to cooperate if he hopes to make a new home for his family and just maybe along
the way he ll find out why they re living a life in exile experience the epic first installment
of a litrpg saga perfect for fans of c m carney blaise corvin and charles dean also available on
audible narrated by peter berkrot alpha world earth force

Watchers Test

2020-04-02

raiding jotunheim continues the exciting litrpg adventure by usa today bestselling author kevin
mclaughlin when technology blurs the line between fantasy and reality what will we become
samantha didn t ask to have her mind uploaded to the virtual afterlife of valhalla online someone
did this to her she s determined to find out who but her quest has stirred enemies they re coming
after her with new weapons hacked items capable of deleting anyone struck by them one scratch and
she ll be gone forever there s no coming back stalked by an assassin who can kill her for good
sam pushes on struggling to smash her way through yet another realm she needs to beat all of them
to learn the truth and her foes stop at nothing to make sure she never survives that long but sam
will not let fear deter her some things are worse than dying and immortality in a cage is one of
them

Raiding Jotunheim

2017-06-09

after a desperate escape from the blue stone island skree and his faithful companion zuka must
find a new home for priestess and the last of the kobold race joining the fiery captain fenna lis
and her no nonsense first mate hawkins skree finds plenty of opportunities to grow in skill and
strength with few options available to him skree must provide a haven for his friends and the
last survivors of the kobold race luckily captain fenna knows just the right guy to solve their
problem but it won t be easy or cheap will skree and priestess be able to find a home of their
own and if they do will they be able to protect it from harm in the harsh world of raiya who are
the mysterious servants of abrenacht and why do they want him dead can skree overcome these
challenges level up and beat the game so he can return to his own world but a bigger question
lurks at the back of his mind does he even want to go home

Raiya: Early Game - a LitRPG Saga

2019-09-06

after her brother s death terra was going through his things when she finds an old gaming gear
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logging into his account out of curiosity she was tossed into the vast new world of sol for the
very first time playing as her brother s male character was awkward but sol was the perfect way
to add fun to her boring and routine life she goes on exciting quests defeats powerful monsters
and explores exhilarating new environments but as terra discovers the secrets her brother was
hiding she must deal with the problems he caused and survive the countless players that want her
dead because there are consequences to being known as a legendary player killer

Press Start

2018-01-18

separated from his friends in a brutal game of survival secrets uncovered at every turn it wasn t
the game he expected this box set includes three best selling books with over a 1000 pages of
thrilling action and 1000 five star reviews ratings when terran and his friends enter kingmaker
saga they re expecting a lifetime of adventure together but a vengeful hag separates them
throwing their plans into disarray stuck in the unrelenting wilderness of the rockleaf forest and
tracked by a dangerous spirit bear terran must push himself to develop new skills find a way to
reunite with his friends and defeat the hidden forces moving quickly to destroy his new home
keywords contemporary fantasy coming of age fae complete series bestselling urban fantasy action
adventure academy new adult university dark fantasy family young adult ya fantasy wizard mage
witch dragon supernatural supernatural suspense fantasy series fantasy series for adults
paranormal mystery magical worlds modern fantasy occult paranormal enemies to friends legend folk
tale elite dark magic thrilling college hero power privilege hundred halls thomas k carpenter
forbidden magic strong female lead orphans alternate worlds class differences badass women binge
read loners and outcasts found family enemies to lovers sword spellbinding magical heist
sprawling series assassins spies diplomacy rune spells demonology shape changing soul magic
arcane divination harry potter magicians hundred halls multi series epic adventure animal
companion fantastic families magical academies litrpg gamelit similar authors aleron kong travis
bagwell dakota krout xander boyce apollos thorne shirtaloon shemer kuznits ernest cline carrie
summers kyle kirrin kit falbo ravens dagger troy osgood

The Kingmaker Saga Bundle (Books 1-3)

2020-06-11

a ten million dollar mmorpg tournament an invincibility hack gone wrong welcome to mythrune with
his glory days behind him and nothing but life as a loser to look forward to zane can t wait for
mythrune a first of its kind immersive fantasy game that promises to provide just the escape from
reality a washed up athlete like him needs but when his younger brother learns he only has weeks
left to live zane is forced to take his gaming to the next level if he s going to afford to pay
for his brother s operation and ditch their sorry life forever to celebrate the launch of
mythrune the game s developers announce a worldwide player tournament the prize ten million
dollars more than enough utilizing a god mode bug to make himself invincible zane aims to win it
all without getting caught but it doesn t work as planned between pain sensitivity glitches
exploitive players a re worked world map and a leveling system unlike anything he s ever seen
zane realizes there s much more to pro gaming than staying alive from the authors behind djinn
tamer comes a brand new litrpg series that combines fresh twists with everything you love about
the genre skill trees leveling magic systems party building and so much more grab your copy today
and jump into the game

God Mode

2020-03-27

the blood of the north flows through his veins from bestselling litrpg author carrie summers
comes a new saga about survival on a wind swept coast jace a backcountry ranger assigned to
patrol the wilderness of north america was hiking when abruptly he was somewhere else wind
battered his thinly clothed body and the salt air from crashing waves immediately soaked him to
the skin nothing looked familiar and then the strange game messages started appearing in his
vision with no explanation for how he arrived here jace must nonetheless learn to survive in a
merciless environment crafting everything with his own hands he must learn the art of combat and
how to control the powerful abilities that surface in his body northblood they ll call him a
blessing and a curse on the bright side he s totally buff and there s this hot redheaded game
tester who was pulled from her old life and shoved into his things could definitely be worse
tales of a northblood winter s breath starts a brand new adventure scroll up and grab it now to
read today

Tales of a Northblood

2023-08-10

who suffers greatest nightmares beasts men perhaps gods for who seeks sympathy for a weeping
deity who dares awaken the slumbering almighty one man in his folly did a grand folly resulting
in grander punishment the ravaging of that which lay between body and soul the mind stripped of
his memories robbed of his knowledge the outsider awakens anew only one goal screeches in his
head only one desire stabs at his skull i cannot be weak one pursues power another dreams of
greatness beyond the stars and almighty himself crouches slowly towards his own cradle to be born
enjoy the dream enjoy it while it lasts enjoy it before al amir awakens again and the nightmares
start anew for the nightmares of alamir are truly never ending

Janus and The Dreamer

2018-10-12

vol has brought the people of efftin to a new place they can build upon protect and call home it
s a place where others can join them in their freedom from oppression vol understands it is his
responsibility to protect those who reside there but in herst if you wish to keep anything you
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must be willing to fight to hold onto it what challenges will he face and will he be strong
enough to resist the unknown threats he will encounter book 1 a mage preparedbook 2 a mage
risingnow professionally edited warning mild harem elements

A Mage Rising

2017-02-18

with leo s commitment to arnacript finalized the champ announces his retirement to the world and
prepares to work full time on ohlavar quest the challenges in the game world become steeper as
leo sets his eyes on the first of many artifacts and he joins a dungeon exploration group in an
effort to acquire the piece but forces in the real world don t want the champ to retire from
astafar unlimited and they will do whatever it takes to get him back even if it means killing his
parents lion s quest dual wield is the second novel in new york times and usa today bestselling
author michael scott earle s lion s quest epic fantasy saga

Lion's Quest: Dual Wield

2018-07-24

level up build your cluster escape the binding continue the epic quest inside the virtual game
world of the binding will raven and atlas reunite can they save mera and earth read book 2 in
this action packed litrpg saga and dig back into the vr world of the binding today

Raven Vex

2020-05-09

cowards mock men idiots mock kings but to mock a god to stand at the precipice of paradise and
damnation and to open thy lips and denounce the divine as an ignorant existence unworthy of their
divinity none would dare none except him for lip service to a deity he is reborn as a creature
whose belly scrubs the earth reincarnating as a worm in the madness that is alamir the man who
spat in the face of a god turns and spits in the face of destiny he ascends from battle and
bloodshed to find favor in a witch of the night just as mad if not far madder than he baptized on
the eve of the genocide of her people he is bestowed the name janus and is reborn with the power
to explore the road not travelled the power to eat his cake and have it to split the timeline as
he desires and pave his own path towards his chosen future that chosen future awaits his bony
skeletal hands war cometh for the defiant war between cosmic horrors and ubermensch apocalypse
seekers and twisted messiahs reincarnated madmen and avatars of extinction and the man who defied
a god stands in the center hero villain monster savior king slave good or evil all irrelevant
when the nightmares of alamir come midnight wielding a dim lantern rasping with a croaky voice as
their unholy fingers rap against your door now tell the world how shall you answer

Janus and The Prince

2017-06-19

this is a compendium of five books adding up to nearly a quarter of a million litrpg words the
greenwood is a virtual reality mmo there is a lot of humor with larger than life some awful
characters the stories are full of action pvp dungeon delving and army level combat they also don
t take themselves too seriously and promise no uplifting moral points the hero barcud is a ranger
who levels up and makes friends builds towns leads armies engages in pvp other notable characters
are the psychopathic harald runesmith a crafter of runes the shifty thief jimmy the zit the wise
druid rohan black metal loving ajora who transforms into a polar bear for combat the flamboyant
and powerful killer bard romeo el mejor the greenwood chronicles compendium includes books 1 5 of
the greenwood litrpg series including a player in the greenwood the runesmith war in the
greenwood the bard plague in the greenwood praise for the greenwood series a player in the
greenwood exceptionally well told story great background and plot line characters that are almost
alive and good levels of rpg knowledge one interesting story element was a detailed system of
poisons which i rarely see the runesmith a great read i cannot recommend it highly enough a
thoroughly despicable character with no redeeming qualities war in the greenwood this is a great
follow on from the previous book a good mix of action and rts elements the bard the characters
are fun the story flows well the humor is very tongue in cheek

The Greenwood Chronicles

2020-07-26

the adventure continues hawke lightseeker twilight templar prepares to confront the necromancer
who feeds on the souls of his fellow eternals before he can lead his band of adventurers into the
dread mountain fastness however hawke must conquer a lair help organize the town of orom and
raise his strength in a series of increasingly more difficult quests

Lord of the Dead

2018-05-30

what s that you say you want more village growth well be careful where you stand because the mist
village just took a viagra cialis sandwich and there is a stiff breeze blowing i can make some
more references if you re still not getting the point did you see what i did there welcome back
my friends welcome back to the land

The Land: Catacombs 2

2018-07-15
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what would you do if you woke up in a strange world which has three moons what if you had no
memory of how you got there and what would you do upon realizing that you are in a world
manifests itself to you in the form of a videogame the world of venia promises action adventure
mystery intrigue and danger at every turn with the dread king rising the knights tired of
fighting the rogues resorting to kidnapping and the mages rapidly declining it is up to a modern
day young man to navigate through this mad world of magic and beasts and deception whether he
wants to or not

Venia Online

2018-06-04

aleron kong s 1 best selling litrpg saga continues in the land swarm the enemies of the mist
village are moving the storm clouds are gathering what are richter and sion to do crush the game
that s what more of everything you love in litrpg powerful items epic battles awesome quests and
in depth world building what happened to elora where is the swarm did the rock giant make richter
jelly what are the colonel s secret spices journey back into my world and find out come back to
the land

The Land

2017-01-10

leo the lion lennox is the 10 year word champion of astafar unlimited the best virtual reality
game of all time however leo has become bored with his success and wonders where his next
challenge will lie then he meets the mysterious zarra and she tempts the champ to try her cutting
edge game leo soon discovers a virtual world that is beyond fantastic can he resist the lure of
this amazing game and the beautiful woman that has asked him to quest on her behalf

Lion's Quest

2019-01-11

growth is pain opportunities are challenges february is filled with opportunities for growth a
lord according to the system grant monday has arrived in february this place is the absolute
opposite of january and his largest challenge isn t hostile wielders instead the new lord needs
to face culture shock contending with strange foods stringent training and a stomach churning
subrace of humans known as joggers grant chose the wrong time to try to take on the world every
single citizen of february is a powerful body cultivator and this year there has been a huge
shift in the power dynamics of the district not only is everyone fervently training they all have
the same end goal as grant only the finalists of the body focused tournament get the chance to go
head to head with lady february and grant is a decade behind people are doing anything they can
to get an edge grant is happy to introduce them to his blade

Valhalla Online: A Ragnarok Saga Litrpg Story

2022-02-17

not all enemies are demons jace black is a wanted man the council and elite protectors are
hunting him for a crime he didn t commit while his best friend elarya storm works to clear their
names jace prepares for his quest to defeat the next greater dungeon dodging protectors jace and
his party head to rhoass where they meet new acquaintances who help them on their way but deceit
and intrigue stalk jace and the closer he gets to completing his quest the more he realizes not
everyone wants him to succeed closing the first greater dungeon had unforeseen consequences that
threaten the protectors way of life and many blame jace as opposition mounts and the dungeon
level up program spreads across the globe fear and mistrust make it increasingly difficult to
tell friend from foe the situation grows more dangerous than he could ve imagined and jace must
decide how far he ll go to save the lives of those around him what will he have to sacrifice to
save the world

Lady February

2021-06-22

damien was a simple man cruising on the highway of life a goddess of temptation lures him into a
deal he scoffs at superstition is for the foolish small problem she s real her ritual works and
damien is magically teleported into a strange new realm damien awakens in nordan a land of myth
and magic a realm where humans battle legendary creatures for the amusement of the gods in a war
between man and myth damien s powers set him above the rest a lord of life and death enemy of all
stranded but not alone will he perish or conquer his way home

Dungeon of Wrath

2021-04-02

the mitherfickers are back and ready to bring the fight to the shinigami but before they can do
that they need an audience with the knights of non compos mentis the most powerful guild in
tritania luckily for them ryuk used to be a member of the famed guild and to get to the guild
headquarters they ll need to level up and figure out a way into a city heightened tight security
along their journey to polynya the second floating continent of tritania the mitherfickers are
joined by a high elf whose village is being terrorized by a big bad wolf high jinks and violence
ensues as they attempt to rid the village of this wolf the results of which end up opening their
guild to new members from a different proxima world something hiccup the goblin isn t too happy
about things heat up after the motley guild adventure through the catacombs beneath the city of
porthos where they are framed for attempted murder and placed in the empress dungeon with no way
out one of the mitherfickers reveals a secret the likes of which will change the guild s standing
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in tritania forever in tokyo evil kodai gets a new android and plans his revenge against his
younger brother ryuk he also plots his revenge within the online world of tritania guiding the
new members of the shinigami as they wreak havoc on the city of porthos

Isekai Magus

2017-10-18

the continuation of the epic litrpg fantasy saga the game grows complex and more factions reveal
their interest in the free agent surprised at nearly every turn by unexpected encounters allies
and foes kyran struggles to hold to his carefully laid plans how will kyran navigate the murky
waters of the game who can he trust join kyran and his party in their adventures as he tries to
hold true to himself find his purpose and advance his growth as a player enter the world of
myelad and discover where kyran s journey takes him

Fantasy Online Polynya

2020-12-28

Sovereign (The Gods' Game, Volume IV)
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